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Notes to Catalogue 144
I have not done one of these catalogues for about six years. This Catalogue concentrates on books for collectors.
The value is based on scarcity, not content.
Firstly, there is a big selection of unusual titles from the Zoller list and even a few new discoveries not found in
Zoller. There are a number of books offered here that represent the only copy I have ever seen or heard of. There
are a few items from the Wybrow collection that have never managed to get into my online listings, some new
acquisitions, and some price cuts on books previously listed
Secondly, there is a small selection of books in other languages. These are uninteresting to many, but vital to those
building a collection of books based on the Zoller Bibliography ( If you need a copy of Zoller’s book, I still have
some autographed copies)
)LQDOO\\RXZLOOÀQGDVHOHFWLRQRISURRIFRSLHVDQGUHYLHZFRSLHV6RPHRIWKHSURRIFRSLHVZHUHVHHQLQ&DWDlogue 116, but are listed here at reduced prices.
7KHOLVWLQJVDUHDUUDQJHGLQFKURQRORJLFDORUGHUZLWKWKHERRNDERXWHVFDSLQJIURP3UHWRULDEHLQJÀUVWDQGD
2005 book about Winston and Archie Sinclair being last.

NEXT CATALOGUE: Fine First Editions
I am fortunate in being able to offer one of the World’s Top Ten collections of books by
&KXUFKLOO7KLVLQFOXGHV(QJOLVK$PHULFDQDQG&DQDGLDQÀUVWVDVZHOODVDOOODWHUHGLWLRQV
The emphasis is on dustwrappers whenever possible, and condition. Amongst hundreds of
treasures, some highlights are:
India with DJ
&DQDGLDQÀUVW0\(DUO\/LIHZLWK'(QJOLVKÀUVW0\(DUO\/LIHZLWK'6LJQHGOLPLWHGOHDWKHUERXQG1HZ([DPHQ
6LJQHGOLPLWHG0DUOERURXJK
7KH5LYHU:DUÀUVWVVLJQHGE\&RO5KRGHV
&RORQLDOHGLWLRQ6DYUROD
/RUG5DQGROSK&KXUFKLOOZLWK'0\$IULFDQ-RXUQH\&DQDGLDQÀUVW
7KH:RUOG&ULVLVÀUVWHGLWLRQVZLWK'-V
7KH8QNQRZQ:DU.H\VWRQHZLWK':DUDQG3RVWZDUVSHHFKHVZLWKÀQH'-V

If there are any titles you are seeking, please contact me in advance to receive details prior to
the publication of the catalogue sometime in September.
Orders can be placed by phone, email, or post. Email and phone are best as they still get through even if I am
DZD\'RQRWVHQGSD\PHQWZLWKRUGHUDVDYDLODELOLW\QHHGVWREHFRQÀUPHG6KLSSLQJLVIUHHWR86$IRUDOO
orders over $50.00. International shipping at cost.
Payment can be by check in dollars, Sterling cheque, Visa or Mastercard, or by Paypal. For credit card orders,
please provide card number, expiry date. , and the three extra digits on the back by the signature. Your satisfaction
is important, so anything can be returned if not wanted.
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How we Escaped from Pretoria

6

Haldane, Captain Aylmer. William Blackwood,
Edinburgh, 1900, 1st edition. Interesting story of
how Haldane, like Churchill, made his escape
from the Boer POW compound in 1900. This
copy bound in full polished calf with raised
bands, but now showing its age. Laid in is a
1960 letter to a famous Churchill collector with
provenance details of the book. $75.00

2

Real Soldiers of Fortune

Winston Churchill in Peace and War

4

The Mirrors of Downing Street

5

With Winston Churchill at the Front

on the western Front. A charming little book,
keenly sought by WWI collectors. In illustrated card
covers. 112 pages. One of the scarcest titles about
Churchill. A remarkable bright tight unworn

copy, without doubt the best I have seen $500.00

1

Winston Churchill and James II of England

Winston Churchill and James II of England

Hay, Malcolm V.. London, Harding & More,
1934. A very scarce title, 66 pages, card covers.
Primarily a criticism of Churchill’s treatment of
James II in MARLBOROUGH. Crisp unworn
copy, spine a little darkened. $75.00

10

Captain X (A. Gibb). Glasgow, Cowans & Gray,
1924. The author served with Churchill in 1916

The World Crisis by Winston Churchill A
Criticism

Hay, Malcolm V.. London, Harding & More,
1934. A very scarce title, 66 pages, card covers.
Primarily a criticism of Churchill’s treatment of
James II in MARLBOROUGH. This copy one of
the scarce blue cloth hardback copies, stamped
in blind on front cover, gilt on spine. VG copy,
spine a little sunned, contents clean. Laid in is a
letter from 1952 when this books sold for six
shillings. $100.00
9

Churchill, Winston S.. New York, Putnams,
1921. . Subtitled "Some Political reflections", a
series of gossipy essays on the leading lights of
the day- DLG, Asquith, Balfour, Kitchener, and
Winston. Book is clean, a little loose. Of special
interest is the original black on grey
dustwrapper, good covers, but loss of 70 mm at
base of spine. $20.00

Winston Churchill, Being an account of the
life of the Right Hon. Winston Leonard

Col. The Lord Sydenham of Combe, et al..
London, Hutchinson, nd (1928). This book was
written to refute Churchill’s claims in The
World Crisis 1916-1918, Bound in blue cloth
with gilt titles on spine. Spine has good colour
and bright gilt, a few small marks on front
cover. Binding is tight, edges are browned with
some spots, contents clean, maps neatly folded.
The dustwrapper is grubby, worn, and has lost
a one inch piece of the spine, see photo. $100.00
8

A. MacCallum Scott. London, George Newnes,
1916. An update version of the original by this
author from 1905, to include details on the
Dardanelles. The penultimate chapter is entitled
“The Downfall”. Bound in bright red cloth
stamped in black, 162 pages, no illustrations
Here is a crisp clean copy, clean unmarked
covers, usual fade to the red spine, front
endpaper gone, contents clean and free of
foxing. $20.00
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Ephesian (C.E.B. Roberts). London, Mills and
Boon, 1927. A good full length biography done
in the 20’s. This first edition is a larger book
than later ones at 6 x 9 inches. Attractive
binding similar to The World Crisis in smooth
navy cloth stamped in gilt. The scarce
dustwrapper has protected the book so covers
and gilt very bright. Owner name on endpaper,
some edge spotting. DJ is worn, tanned on
spine, split al base of front joint. $50.00
7

Davis, Richard Harding. P.F. Collier, London,
1906. This book is a collection of six essays on
adventurers of the time at the turn of the last
century. Young Churchill is one of the six. This
1906 edition is a large deluxe production with
two colour title page and a picture tipped onto
front cover. This is a much nicer book thatn the
common 1911 reprint usually seen. Binding
firm, covers have wear on edges and some
soiling. Owner name on pastedown. $10.00
3

Scarce books about Churchill

Concerning Winston Spencer Churchill

Arthur, Sir George. London, Heinemann, 1940.
One of the first bio’s published of the new PM
in 1940, now an elusive title. Written by an old
soldier who served in Egypt and the Boer war,
200 pp, index, 5 x 7.5 ins, bound in black cloth,
red stampings. This copy of special interest as it
has the original red/black on white pictorial
dustwrapper. Book has a cocked spine, edges
free of spots. Dustwrapper is price clipped,
edge worn, and losses at spine ends. $30.00
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Winston Churchill: Man of War

16

Broad, Lewis. London, Hutchinson, 1940. A
paperback in the Leaders of Britain series,
which started Broad down a long trail of
Churchill biographies. 128 pages, covers in
black, red and white. The type is small so there
is a lot here. Fine crisp copy, seems unread. A
collectable copy of a usually worn wartime
book. $25.00

12

Winston Churchill

Churchill CAN Unite Ireland

18

Winston Churchill

A Condensed Life of the Rt. Hon. Winston
Spencer Churchill

Winston Churchill and Harrow

2

Mr. England The Life Story of Winston
Churchill

Manning, Paul and Milton Bronner.. John C.
Winston, Philadelphia, 1941. Good wartime bio.
Large type, index, 250 pp. The Highlight is the
superb red/white/blue and black dustwrapper.
Book is clean and unworn, a few small white
splash marks on front cover. page edges off
white but unspotted. Dustwrapper is clipped,
sunned on spine, a piece gone from base of
spine 6 x 4 mm. $15.00
20

Chaplin, E.D.W.. Harrow School, 1941. A very
important book, with extensive details on
Churchill’s days as a Harrow schoolboy.
Includes photos of masters and classmates,
Churchill’s letters to the school paper, etc. This
is the deluxe edition bound in real cloth with
elaborate gold stamping on spine. Fine bright
copy, bump on one corner. Laid in: letter from
President of Hospital which benefited from the
sale of the book. $75.00

Shirer's copy of The Men Around Churchill

Kraus, René. Philadelphia, Lippincott, 1941. Not
strictly about Churchill, this book is a series of
essays on the men Churchill worked withEden, the Labour leaders, generals, and the
King. Attractive binding in bright red with gilt
titles on a blue panel. 339 pages. Blue and gold
dj. Tight unworn copy in bright gold dj, wear at
creases and spine ends. William L. Shirer's copy,
with his stamp on endpaper. $15.00
19

Sencourt, Robert. London, Faber & Faber, 1940,
1st printing. Better than many wartime bios, this
one is indexed and has many footnotes
denoting sources. Includes a chapter on the
excellence and power of Churchill’s writing. 310
pages. Book is tight and unworn, gilt bright,
minor discolouration at lower edges of covers,
some scattered edge spots. Dustwrapper is
complete, unclipped, slight darkening on spine,
small chips at head of spine. $24.00
15

Young Winston Churchill

Fletcher, J.W.. Sydney, (1941). Subtitled: "With
impressions formed from a study of his Literary
Works and from collateral reading." 92 pages,
bound in grey cloth. Scarce outside Australia.
Book is crisp and unworn, some browning and
spotting of the pulpy paper. Dustwrapper is
unclipped bright white, some light edge wear.
$24.00

Phelan, Jim. London, Gollancz, 1940. An elusive
little wartime book. The title explains the
subject matter, but the author’s ideas are a bit
radical. 120 pages, bound in blue cloth, black
titles on spine. Fine fresh copy, edges clean,
spine bright. In bright attractive dustwrapper.
Collector grade copy. $50.00

14
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Davis, Richard Harding. New York, Scribners,
1941. This slim volume of 41 pages publishes
the chapter on Churchill from Davis’s 1906 book
Real Soldiers of Fortune. Davis was one of the
first to recognise Churchill’s talents and
outlook, so this is an important but
unfortunately scarce book. Fine tight copy in
bright blue dustwrapper, price clipped. This is a
review copy with review slip laid in. $50.00
17

Buchan, William. London, Pilot Press, (1940).
Wartime paperback, 5 x 6.5 inches, 96 pages.
This is volume 21 in the “How They Did It”
series. A surprisingly scarce title. Attractive
example with complete spine, bright cover.
Paper browned as usual, poem written inside
front cover. $30.00

13

Scarce books about Churchill

I was Winston Churchill’s Private Secretary

Moir, Phyllis. NY, Wilfred Funk, 1941, 1st
edition. . The first of the personal recollections
by members of staff, and an interesting first
hand account of Churchill’s working habits.
Always in demand, now hard to find. Book is
clean and undamaged, page edges off white,
but not spotted, bookplate on pastedown.
Dustwrapper is unclipped, some stains on
inside, spine slightly discolored, loss at head of
spine to about 3 mm. $32.00
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Armed Forces in Iceland 16 August 1941

26

anon.. Reykjavik, 1941.. This 36 page pamphlet
consists of an introductory page, and then
captioned pages of Churchill’s visit to Iceland in
1941 on the way home from his meeting with
FDR. Many pictures of US and Commonwealth
Forces being reviewed, that are not to be seen
elsewhere. The only book on this visit, but
unfortunately very scarce. Crisp copy, some
soiling and small stains on covers, contents fine.
$75.00
22

Que Queria Churchill en los Balcanes?

The Second Front and Mr. Churchill

24

The Early Life of Winston Churchill

25

Churchill The Making of a Hero

3

The RT. Hon. Winston Leonard Spencer
Churchill

Churchill on India: Let his past Record
Speak

Seth, Hira Lal. Hero Publications, Lahore
(which at that time was still in India), 1943-4.
This 104 page book is highly critical of Churchill
and his position on India. hardbound in tan
covers, Very scarce, not in Zoller Book in usual
miserable condition for these books, but cover is
clean with clear titling, edges of covers show
some wear, front endpaper gone. The highlight
is the original colourful dustwrapper which has
a small label and some wear. $100.00
30

Wingfield-Stratford, Esme. . London, Gollancz,
1942, 1st edition. One of the better books
published during the war. 251 pages of dense
typography take the story up through the end
of the Wilderness years. Bound in blue cloth
stamped dark blue. Uncommon now. Book has
some white marks on front cover, paper is
browned. Dustwrapper is worn, tanned on
spine, reinforced with old tape/ $24.00

Min Bundsförvant (My Ally)

Burbidge, William F. London, John Crowther,
1943. Subtitled: A Biography and Appreciation.
Typical wartime bio, 52 pages, photos, brown
wraps, printed on decent paper. Worthwhile,
but scarce Clean tight copy, slight wear at head
of spine. $24.00

29

Mendoza (illustrator). London, E.J. Burrow,
(1942). Horizontal format 7.25 x 4.5 inches, full
colour wraps. 56 pages of cartoon strip telling
the story, drawn by Mendoza. Scarce, unusual,
but hardly important. This copy worn as usual,
slightly grubby, no losses. $15.00

The Prime Minister on India

anon.. Berlin, (1942). This is the Swedish
language version of MY ALLY, a satirical piece
produced by the Nazis, pointing out all the
things Churchill had said about the Bolsheviks
before they became his allies. Right hand pages
have a newspaper cartoon, with notes on facing
pages. 110 pages card covers. VG copy, some
foxing and normal browning of cheap paper
stock. $15.00
28

Gallacher, William. London, Communist Party
of GB, 1942. This small 8 page pamphlet
publishes a speech by Communist M.P.
Gallacher in the House on July 1st, 1942. very
scarce. VG undamaged copy. $40.00
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anon.. London, The India League, (1942).
Subtitled An Examination of Mr. Churchill’s
Statement on India in the House of Commons
on the 10th September 1942. 20 page pamphlet.
Published by a group opposed to Churchill’s
position on India at the time. Very scarce. Clean
crisp uncirculated example. $75.00

27

anon. . no publisher noted, c. 1941. Scarce Nazi
propaganda book asking what Churchill
wanted in the Balkans. 8 x 10 inches,325 pages,
card covers, detailed map on coated paper in
centre. This is the Spanish language version. VG
some pencil marks on cover. $40.00

23

Scarce books about Churchill

Churchill Pakt Aan

Francken, Fritz. Antwerp, Van Uffelen &
Delagarde, nd (1945). A record of the period
from D-day until the liberation of Antwerp on
4th September 1944. 259 pages, text in Dutch.
Has a nice dw with Union Jack. Plain
hardcovers have some toning, paper well
browned. Dustwrapper edge worn and
browned. $10.00
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Spain The Moral Touchstone of Europe

36

Duff, Charles. London, Gollancz, nd (1944). A
truly rare pamphlet work of 20 pages, in yellow
wraps printed magenta and black in the style of
Gollancz dustwrappers. Highly critical of
Churchill’s speech in the House on 24th May,
1944. Front cover has slight creasing, usual
rusty staples. $50.00

32

Mr. Churchill’s Animadversions

Churchill’s Blind-Spot: India

34

Winston Churchill in the Mirror

35

Winston Churchill

4

Churchill el Hombre que Salvo un Imperio

An Open Letter of a Chicago Waiter to
Winston Churchill

Kwasniewski, Tadeusz. Chicago, private, 1950.
A 20 page pamphlet in dark red card covers in
which the author attacks Churchill for some of
his comments about Poland in the war memoirs.
Scarce. Fine bright copy of this unusual piece.
$25.00

40

Lemonnier, Léon. Paris, Plon, 1944. A scarce
wartime production on cheap paper, apparently
rushed out after the liberation of Paris. 246
pages, in paper wraps printed brown and black.
Text in French. Bright tight copy, paper
browned, a piece 20 x 10 mm from lower edge
of front cover. $20.00

Winston Spencer Churchill

Artis, Abdres A.. Barcelona, Editorial Brugera,
(nd) c. 1945. This Spanish language publication
is 32 pages of text plus a further 8 pages of
photos, in card covers, about 8 x 11 inches. very
scarce, not in Zoller. This copy has some wear
on edges and soiling on some pages. $20.00

39

Kraus, René. New York, Dutton, 1944. Subtitled:
His Life in Pictures and Story. The first photodocumentary on Churchill. 232 pages, lots of
interesting photos and cartoons. Large 7 x 10
inch book, on coated paper. Recommended.
Clean tight unworn copy in the seldom seen
brown pictorial dustwrapper which is bright
but some wear and losses at spine ends. $20.00

Winston Churchill The Man and His Creed

de Muynck, Gust. Paris, Lumiere, 1944.
Wartime paperback, 256 pages, 5.75 x 9 inches,
card covers with attractive red blue white
dustwrapper with Union Jack design. Text in
French. Colourful dj is well worn with losses.
paper browned as usual. $15.00

38

Jog, N.G.. Bombay, New Book Co., 1944. This
228 page includes index, is naturally critical of
Churchill and his position on India. A very
scarce title. Binding firm, spine lightly sunned,
front free endpaper gone. In remarkably nice
condition for a book made in India in 1944. No
dj. $80.00
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McCabe, Joseph. Gerard KS, Haldeman Julius,
1944. Very rare pamphlet, 96 pages small type
in white paper wraps. Interesting study of
Churchill’s ideals over the years of his career.
Clean, tight example, paper browned as usual.
Note this is an original printed book from 1944,
not a modern print-on-demand reprint. $40.00

37

Milne, Adm. Sir Berkely. priavtely printed,
1923. This small book publishes an article the
author wrote for The national review, august
1923. It is critical of Churchill’s THE WORLD
CRISIS. 16 pages, 5 x 7.5 inches, boiund in blue
hard covers stamped in gold. Very scarce. Not
in Zoller. Rear cover damp damaged. Armorial
bookplate on pastedown $40.00

33

Scarce books about Churchill

Catalogue of the Published Works of the Rt.
Hon. Winston S. Churchill

anon. . London, Conservative Central Office,
1950. A small 8 page pamphlet with card covers
in pale blue and black. A basic list with prices of
books in print. crisp clean unworn copy. Truly
rare, the only one I have seen. $75.00
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Københavens Universitets Promotionsfest

46

anon. Copenhagen, Universitets Rector, 1951.
This is the official report of Churchill’s visit to
Denmark in April 1950 where he received an
honorary degree and a tumultuous welcome
from the residents.. Much is in Danish, but the
text of Churchill’s speech is in English. 7 x 10
ins, grey card covers, 30 pp, photos. An
important book, but scarce.
Woods Db83/1.
Clean tight copy, some minor chips in edges of
covers. $35.00
42

The Churchill Legend

Churchill: The Statesman & the Writer

44

Churchill: The Statesman & the Writer

45

Winston Churchill on Jewish Problems, A
Half Century Survey.

Rabinowicz, Oskar K.. Lincolns- Prager,
London, 1956, 1st. A painstaking research by the
authors has resulted in this study of Churchill’s
actions and attitudes towards the Jewish cause
and Zionism. Here isan unusual variant dj
printed red on yellow. Book is crisp and
unworn, some very faint condensation marks in
spine area, no names or inscriptions.
Dustwrapper is unclipped, darkened on spine,
slight wear (1 mm) at head of spine. $40.00

5

Proceedings of the Presentation of the
Williamsburg Award

The True Book AboutSir Winston Churchill

Booth, Arthur H.. London, Frederick Muller,
1958. This juvenile is one a series of “True”
books. 144 pages, line drawings by F. Stocks
May, bound in blue cloth, gilt on spine. An
exceptional copy with bright unfaded
dustwrapper, unclipped, no losses, slight wear
at head of spine. $20.00

49

Paço d’Arcos, Joaquim. London, Caravel Press,
1957. Translated from the Portuguese, A very
scarce book on Churchill. pink card covers, 44
pages. A stain on rear cover and a small piece
from top corner of front cover, foxing on
endpapers. $35.00

Senior Statesman with a Future

anon. . Colonial Willamsburg, 1957. A lovely
well illustrated book of the ceremony at
Draper’s Hall presenting the first Williamsburg
Award to Churchill. Bound in paper covered
boards which are very prone to fading, The
guest list is a most amazing who’s who turnout,
100% white males, cigars everywhere. An
exceptional copy, unfaded covers and spine,
still in original glassine, with presentation card.
$20.00
48

Paço d’Arcos, Joaquim. London, Caravel Press,
1957. Translated from the Portuguese, A very
scarce book on Churchill. pink card covers, 44
pages. Fine crisp copy. Laid in: a receipt selling
this copy to noted Churchill collector Frank
Bass in 1958 for 8s6d. Unfortunately, prices
have gone up. $50.00
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Andrews, Charles T.. Pub. by author, Belmont
MA, 1957. A discussion of Sir Winston
Churchill's endeavors for European Union,
American-British Alliance, and World Peace. 28
page pamphlet in card covers. Very scarce
Clean unworn copy. $50.00

47

Neilson, Francis. Appleton, Wisc., C.C. Nelson,
1954. The author claims to have known
Churchill since 1900 or so, and is very critical of
Churchill and his war memoirs. 470 pages,
index. Neilson is best known for his massive 6
vol set The Tragedy of Europe. The print run
must have been small as this title is a great
rarity. Clean crisp copy, gilt good, spine well
rounded, page edges even. $40.00
43

Scarce books about Churchill

Bibliography of the Works of Sir Winston S.
Churchill

Farmer, Bernard J.. London, private, 1958. The
first bibliography, extremely scarce as it was
mimeographed and so only a few hundred
copies were produced. 62 pages single sided
printing, plus 2 addenda at rear. Some foxing
and wear at corners. $20.00

50

Sir Winston Churchill

Clark, Ronald W.. London, Phoenix House,
1962. A volume from the series “Living
Biographies for Young People”. 128 [pages,
index, a few photos, bound in orange cloth
stamped in silver. Fine crisp copy in
exceptionally nice unclipped dustwrapper.
$15.00
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Churchill

56

Maurois, André et al. France, Nouvelle Librairie
de France, 1963. A collection of articles by
leading figures from both France and England
including Monty, Ike, Reynaud, and the
compiler. All text in French. 176 pages,
magazine style, 6.75 x 9 inches. Scarce. This
copy especially bright and unfaded. front cover
has a corner crease, split at base of spine. $25.00

52

All About Winston Churchill

Mr. Churchill in 1940

54

From Omdurman to VE Day

55

In memoriam: Winston Churchill

6

The Capture and Escape of Winston
Churchill during the South African War

Winston Churchill- Conservative

McBirnie, Dr. W.S.. Voice of Americansim,
Glendale Ca, nd (1965). This 65 page pamphlet
in card covers comes from a right wing
organisation. It appears sales were low as this is
indeed scarce. Crisp clean unused copy. $15.00

60

Daetwyler, Hans. Zürich, Römerhof, 1965. This
small book is 32 pages, mostly photos, many of
which are unusual with a Continental emphasis.
6 x 8.25 inches, coated paper, text in German.
very scarce Front cover is toned along left edge,
contents clean $15.00

My Dear Mr. Churchill

Graham, Alexander J.P. . Salisbury, Rhodesia,
1965. This claims to be the definitive account of
Churchill’s capture, and has some very
interesting photos. 16 pages, 8 x 10 inches, grey
card covers. very useful, but a truly rare item.
Crisp unworn copy, some browning on cover.
Inscribed by author on front cover. $150.00

59

Gollin, A.M. . London, Blond Educational, 1964.
The Life span of Sir Winston Churchill, a
textbook style production with questions for
discussion and sources for further reading. 55
pages, red card covers. Truly scarce. Binding
tight, no names or markings, abrasion at base of
spine and along outer edge of front cover.
$20.00

Sir Winston Churchill

Graebner, Walter. Michael Joseph, London,
1965. The author first met Churchill as a LIFE
magazine journalist in 1945, and over the next
20 years came to know him well, as he visited
and travelled with Churchill. Not a biography,
this book is a personal observation of Churchill.
Inscribed by author on endpaper and dated
1965 in London. Book is crisp, unworn.
Dustwrapper is unclipped, red on spine
unfaded, two small cracks. $35.00
58

Berlin, Isaiah. John Murray, London, nd (1964).
An excellent essay originally written in 1949 as
a review of vol I of The Second World War. This
special binding has yellow green cloth spine
over patterned paper covered boards. It came
with an acetate dj, printed black on the flap,and
sold at 21s compared to the standard book at
7/6. Fine copy of this scarce deluxe edition
including the original acetate wrapper with
price only on flap $25.00
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Dilks, David. London, Hamish Hamilton, 1965.
A short introduction to Churchill from the
“Men and Movements” series. 94 pages, photos,
bound in cyan cloth. This is the first book by
Prof. Dilks, who is now a well known Churchill
historian. Book clean and unworn, blue cloth,
no inscriptions. Dustwrapper is unclipped,
unfaded, no losses, some faint spots on back
cover. $10.00
57

Reynolds, Quentin. London, W.H. Allen, 1964.
A juvenile title by the famed war
correspondent. 159 pages, photos, index.
English edition in blue cloth A fine collectable
copy in an exceptionally fine bright
dustwrapper. $15.00

53

Scarce books about Churchill

Winston Churchill. A Tribute by Sir Robert
Menzies given on the occasion of the State

Menzies. Sir Robert G.. Melbourne, Cassell,
1965. A tribute by Sir Robert Menzies, given on
the occasion of the State Funeral, January 30,
1965. One of the rarities of the Zoller list,in a
numbered edition of 500 copies, which were not
offered for sale, only as Christmas gifts for
friends of the author and Cassell. This is 308 of
500 and bears the bookplate of Sir Edward
Singleton. The book is unworn, but has a splash
mark on the front cover. $120.00
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The Lives of John F. Kennedy and Sir
Winston Churchill

66

anon. . Encyclopedia Britannica, nd c.1965. A 20
page pamphlet in card covers reprinting the
biographies of these two men from the
encyclopedia. Not in Zoller This copy has some
writing on the front cover. $20.00

62

Winston Churchill

Biographical Memoirs of Fellows of the
Royal Society Volume 12

64

Churchill on Stamps

65

Churchill- Townsman of Westerham

7

Winston is Back: Churchill at the Admiralty
1939-1940

Winston Churchill

Albjerg, Victor L.. New York, Twayne
Publishers, 1973. This is no. 22 in Twayne’s
Rulers of the World (ROTW) series. 260 pages,
lots of notes, bibliography, index. Intended for
libraries when new, now a very scarce title.
Book is tight, but seriously ex-library with usual
stamps. It does have the dustjacket that many
dealers think does not exist. DJ has label on
spine, scar on front from label removal. $20.00
70

Reid, Percy G.. Regency, Folkestone, 1969. Lots
of local gossip, people he dealt with, etc. Highly
collectible, AND a jolly good read. issued in
card covers, uncommon. 80 pages, photos. This
copy has some wear along crease of cover,
fading of blue cover at the edge, contents clean.
$24.00

Churchill in Zürich

Marder, Arthur. London, Longman, 1972. From
the eminent naval historian and author of From
the Dreadnought to Scapa Flow in 5 vols. A tall
6 x 10 inch paperback, 60 pages, footnotes,
always in demand. Fine crisp example, clearly
never read. No names or markings. $75.00

69

MacKay, James A.. privately published by the
author, 1966. A 59 page illustrated listing of
Churchill stamps. Being privately printed, it
had limited distribution, and so now is scarce
indeed. Fine unused copy. $20.00

An Old and a Young Leader: Winston
Churchill & John Kennedy

Sauter, Max. Zürich, Swiss Churchill Society,
1971. Publishes Churchill’s speech in Zürich of
19 Sept. 1946 in bith English and German, and a
p[ocket at the rear has a 45 rpm record of the
speech. Other text in German. Scarce. Clean
bright copy. Some of the pages have a small
wrinkle probably from damp. record present.
$60.00

68

Jones, R.V. et al. London, The Royal Society,
1966. Large hardcover of 564 pages from which
the pamphlet Z306 was extracted. The
Biography of Churchill by Jones is on pages 35
-106. Crisp ex-reference library copy in
unclipped dustjacket with some tanning on
spine. $30.00
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Bloncourt, Pauline. London, Faber & Faber,
1970. Part of the World Outlook 1900-1965
Study Series. Published only in paperback, 1970.
167 pages, index. Here is a book comparing two
of the most popular leaders of the century, and
it’s a scarce title, resulting in high prices. This
copy crisp with an uncracked spine, so never
read. Some rubbing on covers. $25.00

67

Gilbert, Martin. London, OUP, 1966. From the
Clarendon Biographies series. A 64 page minibiography. The first book on Churchill from the
author who continued on to write so many. This
English edition came in both hardcover with
printed covers and in card covers. Both are now
scarce and in demand. Hardcover is tight,
unworn, no names. $40.00

63

Scarce books about Churchill

Sir Winston Churchill

Tames, Richard. Aylesbury, Shire Publications,
1974. Subtitled: An Illustrated Life of Sir
Winston Churchill 1874-1965. This is no. 32 in
the Lifelines series of biographies for students.
48 pages, photos in text, blue card covers. Scarce
title. Crisp unused copy. $15.00
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Churchill and Palestine

76

Cohen, Gavriel. Jerusalem, Yad Izhak ben-Zvi,
1976. Text and cover read in English in one
direction, the other cover and direction are in
Hebrew. The English text is 98 pages. This is a
truly rare title on a high interest subject. Fine
copy in fine dustwrapper. $150.00

72

Churchill and the Admirals

Churchill’s German Army

74

Painting as a Pastime

75

Clementine Churchill

Statesmanship: Essays in Honor of Sir
Winston S. Churchill

Sir Winston Churchill Exhibition of
Paintings

Wayne, Wylma (ed). London, Wylma Wayne
Fine Art, 1982. The highly prized exhibition
catalogue from Wylma Wayne galleries for the
special exhibition of Churchill paintings in 1982.
A4 size, 69 numbered pages, glossy paper,
numerous illustrations in colour and
monochrome, details of owners, etc. Scarce.
Clean tight copy, no notes or markings. $30.00

80

Soames, Mary. Cassell, London, 1979, 1st
edition. Hardcover, 556 pages. Lady Soames
award winning bio of her mother This is the
first English in fine condition in a remarkably
unfaded dustwrapper. Collectable condition.
$30.00

Churchill’s Political Philosophy

Jaffa, Harry V. (ed). Durham, Carolina
Academic Press, 1981. A collection of 16 essays
by historians organised by the Winston S.
Churchill Association. Contributors include
Wallin, Emmert, Gilbert, Jaffa. An extremely
elusive title, from the same low volume
publisher who did By Ships Alone. 279 pages.
Here is a crisp unworn copy in bright unclipped
unworn dustwrapper. $120.000
79

anon. London, Knoedler Gallery, 1977. This is a
16 page illustrated catalogue in card covers of
an exhibition and sale of Churchill paintings at
this Bond Street Gallery in 1997. 6 colour plates,
1 b/w. A scarce item. This copy has notations
by the list of paintings, including some as Not
Shown. $25.00

A Seat For Life

Gilbert, Martin. OUP, Oxford, 1981. Based on a
series of 3 lectures to the British Academy, this
is a departure from Gilbert’s usual style. here he
tries to identify Churchill’s motives and
opinions, rather than simply his actions. Was
Churchill a Conservative, or a Liberal? 199
pages, index, footnotes. Strong demand has
driven prices up on this elusive title. Fine fresh
unused copy in bright dustwrapper, no tears or
wear, but clipped. $40.00
78

Smith, Arthur L., Jr. . Beverly Hills, Sage, 1977.
Subtitled” Wartime strategy and cold war
politics 1943-47. The author contends that
Churchill was starting the cold war against
Russia during the final phases of WW2. 156
pages, index, notes, bibliography. Very scarce.
Card covers, clean, unworn, no names or
markings. $40.00
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Patterson, Tony. David Winter & Son, Dundee,
1980. The story of Churchill as Liberal M.P. for
Dundee 1908-1922. This was almost a private
publication so is very seldom seen. Bound in
white cloth. A well researched book with lots of
photos and drawings. 292 pages, 8 x 10 ins.
Book is crisp with clean white covers and even
unspotted edges. Gift card laid down on free
endpaper. Dustwrapper is unclipped, some
rubbing at spine ends but no losses. $50.00
77

Roskill, Stephen W. . Collins, London, 1977.
Proof copy bound in dark red card covers,
printed black on front cover only. No index or
illustrations. Wear at corners, split at base of
front joint. $45.00

73

Scarce books about Churchill

(Hansard) References in the
Indices to Sir Winston Churchill

James, A.B.M.. Wahroonga Australia, 1999. This
pair of oversize softcovers is produced by
photographically reproducing the relevant
pages from the index volumes of Hansard.
Produced in small numbers and expensive
when new, a modern rarity now. Fine clean
copies, no names, seems unused. $200.00

8
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References to Churchill in the
Index to The Times 1898- 1965

James, A.B.M.. Wahroonga Australia, 2000. This
oversize softcover is produced by
photographically reproducing the relevant
pages from the index of The Times. Produced
in small numbers and expensive when new; a
modern rarity now. Fine clean copies, no names,
seems unused. $150.00

82

Roosevelt Gandhi Churchill

Sell-out to Stalin: The Tragic Errors of
Churchill and Roosevelt

Churchill and the Jews

85

Winston S. Churchill: Philosopher and
Statesman

9

Foreign Policy and Arms Control:
Churchill’s Legacy

The Churchill Coalition and Wartime
Politics 1940-1945

Jefferys, Kevin. Manchester, Manchester Univ.
Press, 1991. A serious study of the ups and
downs of the wartime coalition of Tories and
Labour. 242 pages, extensive notes, index. The
cover features the famous 1940 Low cartoon All
Behind you Winston. Published in card cover
and a scarce hardback. Here is a fine copy of
the hardcover in a bright unworn dustwrapper.
$50.00
Churchill as War Leader: Right or Wrong?
(signed)

Lamb, Richard. London, Bloomsbury, 1991, 1st
edition.. The author attempts to reassess some
of the actions for which Churchill is often
criticised. See review in FH 74 and 76. Book is
400 pages, source notes, index, some photos.
Fine unused copy in unclipped dustwrapper.
Signed by author on endpaper. $35.00

90

Fowler, Michael. Lanham MD, Univ. Press of
America, 1985. This academic study is from a
series on leaders and credibility. 84 pages with
notes andbibliography. Issued in both silver
card covers and black cloth. Now a very scarce
title. Hardcover in black cloth, fine crisp copy,
no names or markings. No dj $12.00

Churchill’s Literary Allusions

Thompson, Kenneth W.. Lanham MD,
University Press of America, 1990. An obscure
title from an equally obscure publisher written
by the author of Churchill’s World View (Z467).
141 pages in card covers. Clean unused copy.
$20.00

89

Cohen, Michel J. . Frank Cass Co., London, 1985.
Prof. Cohen sets out to achieve a sober
reassessment of Churchill’s attitudes and
policies towards the Jews and Zionism. The
result is, according to Redburn’s review,
avowedly revisionist. A very elusive title by a
small publisher. Fine fresh copy I bought new
from publisher over 20 years ago. $75.00
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Holley, Darrell. McFarland, Jefferson NC, 1987.
Subtitled: An index to the education of a
Soldier, Statesman and Litterateur. This book is
a unique index to the works of literature that
influenced Churchill's writings and speeches.
The author lists phrases from historical works
which then reappear in Churchill’s writings and
speeches. 219 pages, index to keywords. Issued
in red cloth with no dj. Scarce and out of print.
Fine unused copy $50.00

88

Baciu, Nicholas. New York, Vantage Press, 1984.
Originally written in French, the subject is a
popular one for analysis after the fact. 300
pages. Book is clean and tight. Dustwrapper is
unclipped but has edge wear, cracks and chips.
$40.00

84

86

87

Venkataramani, M.S. & B.K. Shrivastava. New
Delhi, radiant, 1983. The authors are highly
critical of Churchill and Roosevelt. 412 pages,
index. Fine crisp copy in dustwrapper., 1997
reprint $30.00
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Scarce books about Churchill

Churchill Strategy and History

Ben-Moshe, Tuvia. Rienner Publishing, Boulder
CO, 1992. This book is critical of Churchill and
his strategy in war. The author is an Israeli
academic. 397 pages, notes, index. See review in
FH 76. Scarce. Fine fresh copy, clearly never
read, as issued without DJ. $50.00
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Winston Churchill and Christian Fellowship

Mein, Margaret. Ilfracombe Devon, Stockwell,
1992. Like any book trying to find religious
associations in Churchill’;s writing, this is a
brief volume, of 59 pages, with more notes and
quotes than original text. see review in FH 87.
Scarce. crisp copy, owner name on first page.
$20.00
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A Harmony of Interests

Churchill and the Politics of War, 1940
-1941

The Proverbial Winston S. Churchill

95

Winston Churchill's last campaign

10

Painting as a Pastime Winston Churchill His
LIfe as a Painter

Winston S. Churchill, The Watchman

Flurry, Gerald. Philadelphia Church of God,
1999. This scarce religious pamphlet of 64 pages
weaves both history and scripture together, has
a few b/w photos. Not listed in Zoller or other
references. One corner is creased. $25.00

Churchill and the Soviet Union

Carlton, David. Manchester University Press,
UK, 2000. Hardcover in red cloth, 234 pages,
index. The hardcover is far scarcer than the
paperbacl Fine crisp book, still has ISBN label
$50.00

100

Young, John. Oxford, Clarendon Press, 1996.
Subtitles: Britain and the Cold war 1951-1955.
Thius study looks at how Churchill fought
against the threat of Nuclear war during his
second term as PM, and discusses his fall from
power without achieving his objectives. 358
pages, index. As of 8/8/13, the blowest price
copy on Amazon is $140.00 Fine fresh unused
book in like unclipped dustwrapper. $75.00

Churchill’s Peacetime Ministry, 1951-55

. London, Sotheby’s, 1998. Winston ChurchilHis Life as a Painter, a 200 page catalogue for a
special exhibition (not a sale) of Churchill’s
paintings, held at the Bond Street Galleries in
January, 1998. Fully illustrated in colour,
contributions by david Coombs and Mary
Soames. A delightful book, but scarce. Issued in
both hard and soft covers. Fine cloth bound
copy in dustjacket, given to me as I supplied
some ephemera for the exhibition. $100.00

99

Mieder, Wolfgang and george B. Bryan.
Westport CT, Greenwood Press, 1995. An index
to Proverbs in the Works of Sir Winston
Churchill. An incredible job of analyzing and
indexing, aided by computers. Pub in USA at an
expensive $79.50. See positive review in FH 89.
Fine unused copy, publisher's announcement
laid in, so perhaps a review copy. $75.00
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Pelling, Henry. London, Macmillan, 1997. A
good study of Churchill’s second premiership,
to be read in contrast to seldon’s book (Z453).
216 pages, notes, index, photos. Issued in both
softcover and a now scarce hardback. Here is a
fine unused hardback in dustwrapper. This is a
review copy with review slip laid in. $100.00

98

Lawlor, Sheila. Cambridge Univ. Press, 1994.
The author has carefully researched primary
sources of the main cabinet members of this
critical period to vindicate Churchill’s position
that the cabinet was united in opposing any
deal with Hitler after the fall of France. See
Langworth’s glowing review in FH 84. An
important book unfortunately scarce, the
hardback incredibly so. Book is clean, tight, no
names, seems never read $50.00
94

96

97

Weidhorn, Manfred. Teaneck NJ, Dickinson
Univ. Press, 1992. Subtitled “Explorations in the
mind of Winston Churchill”. Looks at Churchill
from six aspects- the Polemist, Conservative,
Warhorse, Dreamer, Semi-American, Great
Man. See reviews in FH 77, 80. Hardcover 192
pages, notes, index. Fine fresh unused copy in
dustwrapper. $20.00
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Scarce books about Churchill

Winston & Archie, The Letters of Sir
Archibald Sinclair and Winston S. Churchill

Hunter, Ian (ed). London, Politico's, 2005. The
Collected Correspondence of Winston Churchill
and Archibald Sinclair 1915-1960. Sinclair was
leader of the Liberal Party 1933-45, and served
in Churchill's war cabinet as Air Minister. A
hefty hardcover of 530 pages, extensive
appendices and index.
A new copy signed by the author. $60.00

